
Chapter 3714 

Obviously, their intentions are already clear. 

“****.” Zhu Yanshuo’s back molars were almost crushed, and the whole person was simply furious. 

This group of remnants is simply a goddamn disobedience. A group of defeated generals dares to openly 

disagree with their own field. Isn’t this a provocation of the ** fruit? 

Moreover, it happened at such a very critical moment. 

“Kill, kill, kill, kill them for me.” Zhu Yanshuo shouted angrily, fingering wildly, trying to get some of the 

masters to quickly besiege them. 

Some masters quickly took orders, and just as they were about to attack them, George Han suddenly 

opened eight golden bodies, seven golden bodies remained in place, and the other golden body quickly 

flew to Hongluan 

and the others. After the attack of several masters was directly repelled with a palm, George Han pulled 

Hong Luan to his side. 

“You are defenseless, why are you running here to join in the fun?” George Han said with a cold 

expression. 

Hongluan smiled: “Without weapons and hands and feet, why can’t you come?” 

“There are almost all masters here, and there are countless elites over there. When a war broke out 

between your two cities, you should have fought with them. I definitely know more than I know, what 

are you talking about here.” George Han said. 

“No matter, when we came out of Devil’s Cloud Ghost City, we said that we wanted to follow you, but 

now we’re just fulfilling our promise. Don’t worry, although we’re not really good people, we know that 

sooner or later we’ll have to pay it back. We have long regarded life and death lightly, and we will do it if 

we refuse to accept it. When we come, I will 

They had no intention of going out alive. Hong Luan laughed. 

George Han’s scalp was numb, looking at at least four or five hundred people behind Hong Luan, he 

shook his head depressedly: “If you want to mess with me, at least leave your life behind before talking 

about it?” “ 

“You say that…will you accept us?” “ 

“Go to attack Dongcheng, there seems to be someone attacking the city outside.” I believe that the city 

defense must be very empty now. If you cooperate with the outside world, I believe it will not be a 

problem. “George Han said. 

Hongluan frowned. She also knew this. After all, the movement in the direction of the city gate was too 

loud, and it was difficult to hear: “Are those also our friendly troops? “ 

I don’t even know who it is. “George Han is also very helpless. To be honest, even he himself has no idea 

what kind of people are attacking the city outside: “However, one thing I can be sure of is that 



since the other party is attacking the city, at least Show that they are hostile. Since it is hostile, then the 

enemy of the enemy is the friend. “ 

“I see. “Hong Luan smiled and waved his hand: “Brothers, withdraw!” After the 

words fell, a group of people, led by Hong Luan, came in such a hurry, and then left in such a hurry. 

“Damn? “ 

Zhu Yanshuo was dumbfounded, what’s the situation? 

He has just accepted this annoying fact, and is preparing to arrange troops to solve this trouble, but he 

didn’t know that one soldier and one soldier have not yet paid, the other party actually… … ran away. 

“Poor thieves don’t chase after him. “Zhu Yanshuo stopped the masters who wanted to chase in time, 

and smiled coldly: “I said earlier, they are just a mob. “ 

Don’t say that the group of Demon Cloud Ghost City don’t have weapons now. Even if they have 

weapons, 

they will always be just a bunch of trash kneading at will in front of the army. 

If you want to kill them, you only need to pass this critical moment. , you can easily get hold of them at 

any time. 

So what are you chasing them for? 

A group of masters took orders and turned back to George Han to start a crazy output. 

George Han didn’t dare to show weakness at all. With the sudden addition of Hongluan’s gang, he was 

also full of confidence at this time, and the killing was even more courageous. 

Yes, the power of Hongluan and others is indeed not enough at present, but at some critical moments, it 

is precisely these powers that you don’t seem to be very good at, but they can determine the direction 

of the entire battle. 

It’s called timing. 

More than ten minutes later, the attack outside the city suddenly stopped. Before everyone in the hall 

noticed, a soldier covered in blood rushed over in a hurry… 

Chapter 3715 

When seeing the bloody soldier running towards this side, Zhu Yanshuo and others were obviously 

surprised at first. 

After that, the ominous premonition in his heart also increased rapidly. 

Zhu Yanshuo forcibly remained calm, took a deep breath, and looked at the person coming. 

The soldier had just arrived at the feet of everyone, but he wanted to kneel down, but his feet were 

already weak, and he fell directly on the ground with a plop. 



He didn’t dare to delay in the slightest, raised his head, and said with difficulty: “Report to Lord Chen, 

report to Elder Shenlong, Dong… Dongcheng Gate is lost… Lost.” 

“What?” A group of people opened 

their eyes almost at the same time . , apparently heard something they couldn’t believe. 

“What are you talking about? Say what you just said again?” Zhu Yanshuo said like a ghost. 

“The east gate… is lost, the city… the 

city gate broken.” 

Looking at each other, everyone was stunned for a long time in tacit understanding. 

Zhu Yanshuo’s whole body was shaking with anger: “It only took ten minutes, and the East Gate was 

broken? What are you guys doing? What about Commander Wang? I want him to see me with his head. 

” Wang… Commander Wang has died in battle!” 

Whoops! 

Zhu Yanshuo’s whole figure was as if his soul was suddenly taken out, and he staggered with a pale face. 

With the hasty support of the commanders, he barely stood up again. 

Die in battle? 

This means that Wang Tongling and others are not as weak as they imagined, on the contrary, he is 

really working hard. 

But the question is, why did he try so hard to fail so quickly? 

This is indeed a bit against Chang Lun. 

“What happened at Dongchengmen 

?” Ming Yu asked in a cold voice. 

“When Wang Tong led us to set up the Dongcheng Gate, it was quite effective at first. Although there 

were enemies from outside, but relying on the strong city wall, our defense was extremely strong, and 

the situation was even better.” 

“Since the situation is good, Why did it suddenly fail?” A commander asked immediately. 

“But unfortunately, the firepower of the external attack is very strong, and we are focused on the front 

line. We did not expect that someone in the city behind us would suddenly mount the city wall and 

launch a sneak attack on us from behind.” 

“Because of their sudden attack , the top of our city tower was in chaos. Some of them took advantage 

of the chaos to sneak into the city gate, kill the defenders there, and open the city gate. Therefore, our 

army is facing the trend 

of falling from top to bottom. Although the commander Wang hastily Lead us to forcibly stop it.” 



“However, there are too many masters who came to attack the city. Therefore, even if the commander 

Wang issued a mortal battle order, the entire army still has no power to fight back.” 

“If If Xiao Xiao didn’t make a mistake in his estimation, I’m afraid that the soldiers at the Dongcheng 

Gate at this time have already… been wiped out.” After the words were finished, the soldier knelt on the 

ground and buried his head deeply. 

Hearing these words, Ming Yu completely stumbled back. When the commanders rushed to help her, Ye 

Shijun over there sat heavily on the ground because there was no one to support her. 

The East Gate fell, and the entire army was wiped out! 

This is probably the bad news they don’t want to hear at the moment. 

Because this means that their plan to attack George Han 

has been completely torn apart. 

“The upper city wall in the inner city can be reached directly with the help of the tower, but who the hell 

would suddenly go up from this position?” a commander shouted loudly. 

“****, it must be the remnants of the Demon Cloud Ghost City just now. Their retreat just now wasn’t 

to flee, but to choose…” 

Those words completely woke everyone present, and Zhu Yanshuo’s eyes widened. 

This means that the mob that he was still laughing at just now stabbed him in the heart in the most face-

smashing way! 

Is it funny, is it really funny, is it sad, it is really sad. 

And almost at this time, along with a commotion at the gate of the city lord’s mansion in the distance, 

the enemy who broke the army has already… 

attacked! 

 


